Auxiliary Schedule AA1
Subdivision under any Eastern system of philosophy
• This is a guide to show the indexer using Class AA/AJ the full range of synthesis possible
under systems of Eastern philosophy AI/AJ.
• Substantial parts of this potential appear already in the schedule proper, including additions
to certain facets — notably, the special doctrines under Indian philosophy (at AIM DH) and
under Chinese philosophy (at AJF DH).
• This guide shows what is possible under any system, from the very broadest (Eastern
philosophy as a whole) to quite specific systems within the larger ones (e.g. AIO E Dvaita).
• The notes under the general classes at AA2/AAH give further guidance, if needed.
Add to – (where the hyphen represents the classmark of the system) as follows:

-2
-7
-77

Common subdivisions
* As for AA.
History of the philosophy

-CF/-CV

Periods

-D

* Add to -77 letters A/V from Auxiliary
Schedule 4B.
-7O

-8
-9

-A

-BB

-BC

-BD

-BF
-BG

-C
-CB

-CC

-CD

Places
* Add to -7 letters O/W from Auxiliary
Schedule 2 so far as applicable.
Biography
* As for AA8.
Metaphilosophy as a qualifier
* See explanatory note at AA9.

-DD

-DF

Viewpoints & schools
Studies from particular viewpoints
* See explanatory notes at ABA.
From viewpoint of a broad philosophical
tradition
* Add to -BB letters B/J following A.
From the viewpoint of a religious belief
* Add to -BC letters G/V following P in
PG/PV.
From the viewpoint derived from a
particular philosopher
* Add to -BD the first three letters of
the philosophers’ name.
From the viewpoint of a particular doctrine
* Add to -BF letters F/V following AC.
Viewpoints reflecting methods of presentation
in Eastern philosophy
* Add to -B letters H/R following AIMB.
Studies about particular viewpoints
About the viewpoint of a broad
philosophical tradition
* Add to -CB letters B/J following A.
About the viewpoint of a religious belief
* Add to -CC letters G/V following P
in PG/PV.
About the viewpoint derived from a
particular philosopher
* Add to -CD the first three letters of

-DGO
-EX

-F

Branches of philosophy

-HY/-J

-K/-L

-M/-V

1

the philosopher’s name.
About the viewpoint of a particular doctrine
* Add to -C letters F/V following AC.
Doctrines special to Eastern philosophy
* Note that the two main sequenc es below
are different in the case of Indian and
Chinese philosophy. In each case the doctrines
special to its own philosophy file after those
originating from the other (see AIM & AJF).
Doctrines originating in Indian philosophy
* Add to -DD letters H/W following AIMD.
* Add to -DE letters A/V following AIME.
Doctrines originating in Chinese philosophy
* Add to -DF letters H/Y following AJFD.
* Add to -DG letters B/D following AJFE.
Doctrines originating in other Eastern philosophies
Individual Eastern philosophers
* Alternative (not recommended) for libraries
preferring to have one A/Z file of individual
philosophers.
* See note at AB8.

* Add to -F letters following AF.
* Add to -G letters following AG.
* Add to -H letters following AH.
Sources, originating works, classic works
* If necessary more or less notation than this
(-HY/-J) may be used for these.
Schools & traditions
* If necessary more or less notation than this
(-K/-L) may be used for these.
Writers & works
* If necessary more or less notation than
this may be used for these.

